Emergency Medical Services Emphasis

A Program with Options for Emergency Medical Professionals

Located in the U of U Center for Emergency Programs, the emergency medical services emphasis prepares students to serve the community as an allied health professional in emergency medical response.

Academic Advising Appointments:

Les Chatelain is the Advisor for the EMS Emphasis.

To schedule an appointment, call Joanna at 801-581-8114 or email Les at les.chatelain@utah.edu

Certifications Available Within the Degree Program:

- EMT and AEMT
- Paramedic
- Wilderness and Remote Rescue

Rescue Skills You Will Learn:

- Firefighting
- Law enforcement
- Rural response and emergency
- Disaster preparedness
- Search and rescue
- A variety of other professions

The Three Different Areas from which You Can Choose:

- Management
- Wilderness rescue
- Community response/fire services

For more information, visit The Center for Emergency Programs.